Heaven
7th July 2013
A reader asks.
Q:
In our human physical reality, when we die, we go home to our so called heaven, where is this
heaven placed? Is it in our galaxy, in this dense dimension, or in lighter dimension. Distance wise, can
we see it in our telescopes?
C:
You are in Heaven now; it surrounds and permeates you. You have never left it, it is where you
live always. It can never be abandoned. You exist inside its true expanse and reach, within a meticulously
constructed irreality of the complete nature of Heaven.
Is your world not beautiful? The trees, the hills, the oceans? The magnificence of the cities built by your
organizations, are these not stunning in their appearance? In Heaven, all of these things exist and more, in
greater beauty and solidity than you feel now.
You live in a subset of Heaven, inside it. When you abandon your body, you expand within the molecules
and atoms of your existence and you surround them; you are the simultaneously inside the molecules and
atoms of your current bodies and things and also outside them and around them, as you are now. When
you go to Heaven, you go from inside out AND outside in, simultaneously. On Earth now, you only see
in, yet you catch glimpses from inside looking out; this is your dream, your intuition and imagination.
Do you read a book and imagine the places and things it describes? Do you see the walls, ground, cars
and clouds the story mentions? Yes, you do. You would not read the book otherwise. This is Heaven; this
way you "remember" a dream with images so clear, that fade as you reawaken, these images are the
clarity and substance of Heaven, seen from inside out. As you return to being awake, you see again from
outside in, and Heaven's reality fades and dissipates.
Heaven need not be travel; rarely will this happen. Heaven will be expansion and you shall go there by
expansion in the very place you are.
Q:
All these extraterrestrials living on other planets, when they die, do they all end up on the
same heaven as "humans" like ours, or do they have their own heaven places ... how does this
actually work?
C:
Yes, the same Heaven. It works in the same ways.
Q:
How do they keep track on all of this myriad of souls out there?
C:
You are they, there is no difference. Well you have worn the covering of Earth's dense existence, a
good job you are doing to see this separation. It does not exist but for your desire to create it. Do you

believe everything around you is real? We do hope so and it is, certainly. You have created it,
individually and as a one, as a group.
Can there be real yet temporary things on Earth? Yes, of course. Can soil, dirt and sand be ground and
mixed into adobe then used to build a structure? Can it be taken down, its materials re-powdered and
returned to the place from where first taken? This is an example of real yet temporary.
This is your world and your true existence. Permanent and real, unable to be eliminated, this is your soul
and keeping track of each other is an individual function. There is no system with control, locator
functionality and tracking of inventory and locations. It is not necessary; the interconnections of energy
make things this way.
We appeared to digress with the adobe building to make the example of your dense existence; that which
is far from you requires something besides sight or sound to know of its existence and presence on your
Earth. Development of this ability by electronic means; the ability to transmit what you call a live image
over distance, before this sound and before that, a still photograph on paper by physical delivery…do you
see the development?
The use of electronic energy on Earth to view and know and communicate are the beginnings of the
understanding and use of the very abilities you all possess naturally and automatically. Your intuition and
your memory are small examples.
Thus when your body is worn and you depart it for return to your true home, you shall understand again
the automaticity of connection with all souls, collectively and individually. This is how the energy of your
existence allows knowledge and connection with all beings anywhere you wish to know them.
Q:
In the other other dimensions, do they have the same systems as in our universe, for example
planets, stars and galaxies or are there totally different systems?
C:
Yes.
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Thanks Patrick!
Great clarification, well done!
Ahmed 19/07/2013 9:30pm
Beautiful post, thank you.
Ahmed 20/07/2013 8:02pm
I don't know if this questions has been asked of The Committee before, but can you ask why
some of the deceased seemingly never communicate with their still incarnated loved ones? What
factors influence the possibility of communications, either through signs or through mediums?
Why do some people search for years, even decades for personal validation that their loved ones
still exist but never get it while others receive that validation?

Mike

22/07/2013 7:25am
Ahmed, I have that now. My family members have died and vanished into the proverbial ether.
It's like once they died they have given up on wanting to be associated with me.

Ahmed 22/07/2013 4:01pm
Yes many others report the same silence, I don't understand it since these people are usually
open to these experiences from what I see yet keep searching and come up with nothing. While
others have signs and communications that drop in their lap, so to speak.

